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Although polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are also of natural origin, in many regions their environmental
concentrations have strongly increased due to human activities. These semivolatile organic compounds are
generally formed during incomplete combustion. Other sources include volatilization from unburned petroleum or
tire abrasion in road traffic. Among all pollutants PAHs pose the highest human health hazard in Europe (WHO,
2003).
A multivariate statistical method, positive matrix factorization (PMF; Paatero, 1997), and diagnostic ratios of
individual PAHs (e.g. Yunker et al., 2002) are used for PAH source identification in central Europe.
To minimise confounding factors such as differences in volatility, water solubility, adsorption etc., diagnostic
ratios should be restricted to PAHs of similar molecular mass (Readman et al., 1987). Furthermore, different
reactivities are limiting. Nevertheless, the application of PAH diagnostic ratios is often inconclusive, because
substance patterns (profiles) have not been reported for all sources and ranges for various sources overlap.
The complete profiles are made use of by statistical methods such as factor analysis, UNMIX and PMF (Tauler et
al., 2006). However, these methods can be unreliable, because of incomplete knowledge of source profiles and the
analysis’ sensitivity to the data distribution.
A unique 12-year data set of concentrations of PAHs (16 individual substances, 2 phases, weekly) in air, measured
at the regional observatory Košetice, Czech Republic, is examined, together with shorter time series from Leipzig
(urban background) and Schwartenberg (subalpine mountain background), Germany. Also, retene and coronene as
specific source markers measured in Košetice from 2006 on are included into the analysis. An extensive literature
search on PAH emission profiles was conducted. This data set was accomplished by measurements at sites in
the Zlínsko region, Czech Republic, which are strongly dominated by a single, well defined PAH source. By
determination of the total PAH concentrations (sum of gas and particulate phases) the propagation of sampling
artefacts related to PAH partitioning into statistical errors is avoided.
The main results are: Major PAH source categories exhibit a significant seasonality, coronene as a marker for
traffic (Bi et al., 2003) should be used with care. Long-term trends of the major PAH sources are insignificant.
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